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Jets select Kristian Vesalainen with first-round pick 
 
BY TED WYMAN, WINNIPEG SUN 
 
CHICAGO - He’s big, can skate, is loaded with confidence and Kristian Vesalainen believes 
he’s heading into a comfortable situation. 
 
“It’s pretty cool actually,” the 18-year old said after being drafted 24th overall by the Winnipeg 
Jets in the first round of the NHL draft on Friday night at the United Center. 
 
“There’s a lot of Finns there so it’s nice.” 
 
The Finns he refers to, of course, are wingers Patrik Laine and Joel Armia, both integral players 
for the Jets last season. Laine is a household name in Finland and Armia has developed into a 
solid two-way right-winger. 
 
“He did pretty well last year so it was nice watching him play,” Vesalainen said of Laine, the 
runner up for NHL rookie of the year in 2016-17. 
 
“I played once with him on the national team but not much other than that.” 
 
Vesalainen is a big power forward. He’s 6-foot-4, 210 pounds and he excelled at the world 
under-18 tournament this year. He had six goals and 13 points in seven games and was named 
tournament MVP as Finland took home a silver medal. 
 
Many people expected the Jets to take a defenceman after trading down to 24th from the 13th 
spot in the draft but the opportunity to take a player they had rated higher was too good to pass 
up. 
 
“It’s an opportunity that we cherished,” Jets general manager Kevin Cheveldayoff said after the 
conclusion of the first round. 
 
“We’ve been focusing for the last couple of weeks on No. 13 and the grouping of players who 
are around there and it was an interesting thing where we had an opportunity to pick a player 
that was in that grouping, It gets a little nerve-wracking at times when you start to see your 
grouping dwindle — obviously you’ve moved down to 24 so you expect it to — but when you 
see there’s something left in that grouping you look at it.” 
 
Vesalainen played 35 games with Frolunda in the Swedish Hockey League last year and 
produced seven points. He also played for HPK of the Liiga in Finland. 
 
“He’s a big, powerful player,” Cheveldayoff said. “When you get a chance to get a guy who can 
skate, can go up and down the wings and make plays like he can, you like that opportunity. 
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“I had an opportunity to see him play personally at the U-18 world championship and he was 
one of the players that really jumped out at you there. Big body, will go to the net and will do a 
lot of the things that will really accent the roster that we have right now.” 
 
Interestingly, Vesalainen said one of things he needs to do to improve is use his size better. “I’m 
a big guy so I should play more in front of the net and be stronger in the corners,” he said. 
 
But he also sounded like he was describing a prototypical NHL power forward when he was 
asked to talk about his assets. 
 
“Maybe Rick Nash a little bit,” he said when asked which NHL player he has modelled his game 
after. 
 
“I’m a pretty big power forward and I can score and get points also and I’m strong on my skates, 
fast guy and can move the puck,” he said. “My skating is a strength, my shot too.” 
 
Vesalainen, who shoots left but can play both wings, may have seen his stock drop a bit after 
his appearance in the Swedish Hockey League, but Cheveldayoff didn’t think that was a 
concern. 
 
“Pro leagues in Europe for 18-year-old kids are very difficult,” he said. “Sometimes they are 
great experiences and sometimes they’re not. Not every experience is Patrik Laine. 
 
“That in itself is something you take into consideration. Generally speaking, young players 
playing in a men’s league, it’s difficult to evaluate. So you evaluate them with their peers when 
you get a chance.” 
 
Vesalainen is expected to be at the Jets rookie camp in Winnipeg next week but he is planning 
to play in Finland next season. 
 
“There’s an opportunity for him to play over in Finland,” Cheveldayoff said. “We’ll take a look at 
it. Obviously it’s all very fresh with him but at the moment that seems to be the trajectory.” 
 
As for all those Finns in Winnipeg, it’s basically the more the merrier. 
 
“Up on stage (Jets scouting director) Mark Hillier said ‘Hey Kristian, are you going to look 
forward to passing the puck to Laine?’” Cheveldayoff said. “And he just got a big twinkle in his 
eye. We don’t set out to say, ‘OK, we’re going to draft this nationality or that nationality but it 
certainly helps when you have players who have flourished in a marketplace, know the 
marketplace well and are excited about it.” 
 
JETS HAD A CHANCE TO MOVE BACK UP IN DRAFT 
After making a deal with Las Vegas to stay away from their players in the expansion draft, the 
Winnipeg Jets moved down 11 spots in the first round of the NHL draft. 
 
They had a chance to move back up but ultimately chose to make their pick at 24th and believe 
they found a player who can be a solid NHLer down the road. 
 
“We did look at an opportunity to move up and also there was a team that called us to move 
down but we weren’t interested in that obviously,” Jets general manager Kevin Cheveldayoff 
said. 



 
“But we feel it’s a great pick for us. Our combine interview was fantastic with him. There’s an air 
of confidence there.” 
 
One player some people thought the Jets might look at when they still had the 13th overall pick 
— Vegas wound up using that pick to select centre Nick Suzuki — was defenceman Nick Hague 
of the Mississauga Ice Dogs. Hague did not go in the first round and there’s a chance the 6-foot-
6, 207-pound blueliner could still be available when the Jets next pick (13th pick of the second 
round). 
 
The final six rounds of the draft will take place Saturday at the United Center and the Jets have 
seven picks remaining. 
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Jets get lesson in speed 
 
BY SCOTT BILLECK, WINNIPEG SUN 
 
Mark Scheifele’s need for speed off the ice was satisfied on Friday. 
 
Scheifele, along with fellowing Winnipeg Jets teammates Josh Morrissey, Jack Roslovic and 
Kyle Connor, were in Gimli at the Gimli Motorsport Park on Friday morning. 
 
The event, held in conjunction with the Mark Scheifele Golf Tournament in support of KidSport 
Winnipeg, was a chance for the Jets players to get instruction from local pro racing driver David 
Richert, who put each player through the paces in a Porsche 911 Carrera 4S and then let them 
loose on the race track 45 minutes north of Winnipeg. 
 
“I’m not much of a racing fan, but I like cars,” said Scheifele, who just purchased a brand new 
Tesla that’s waiting for him back home in Ontario. 
 
Racing fan or not, Scheifele’s grin grew wider with every lap around the 1.3-mile road course, as 
did those of his teammates, who arrived by helicopter from Winnipeg on a cool, windy morning 
in the Interlake. 
 
Morrissey, who was drafted 13th overall by the Jets in 2013, claimed he hit 200 kilometres per 
hour on the race track on Friday morning, a speed he said he’s never gone before. 
 
“No, definitely not on the highway,” he said. “I have a little bit of a lead foot but nothing like that. 
That was pretty cool.” 
 
Schiefele has been involved with KidSport for several years and said the organization holds a 
special place in his heart. 
 
“It means the world to me,” he said. “Obviously, I was very privileged to have the parents that I 
had and the family that I had to be able to play sports. But not everyone is as lucky as I was. To 
be able to help out someone when they don’t have that opportunity is huge for me. It’s 
something that I take to heart. 
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“Being in the situation I am, when you have the chance to help anyone out, whether it’s a small 
or a big way, I’m definitely always going to take that opportunity.” 
 
It’s not every day you get to take a car ride with Scheifele, but that was the case for two 
youngsters on Friday. 
 
Decked out in KidSport Winnipeg Scheifele jersey’s, Liam Witoski and Brett Suggitt got to hop in 
the back seat of a Porsche 911 Carrera 4S and taken around the track with Scheifele behind the 
wheel and Josh Morrissey riding shotgun. 
 
“It was super fun and we were going super fast,” Witoski said. 
 
Neither kid could keep the grin off their face following their time in the Porsche. 
 
“It was fun,” Suggitt said. “We were going around the track really fast and they were just 
cracking jokes and thinking they were better than each other. They put the car into launch 
control and we were going super fast.” 
 
Suggitt said meeting Scheifele and the other Jets players is inspiring for those take part in 
KidSport Winnipeg, an organization that aims to help remove financial barriers that prevent kids 
from playing organized sports. 
 
“I think it inspires us to get better at hockey or whatever sports we are doing,” he said. 
 
For Richert, the Gimli doesn’t offer the same appeal of the streets of Monaco, where he lived 
out a dream last year racing there in the Eurocup Formula Renault Championship, becoming 
the fourth Canadian to race through the notoriously tight streets. 
 
But getting his name and his brand, Richert Racing, out to the masses is something he’s 
constantly trying to do. 
 
Richert has been paving his way in the international racing scene, test driving as high up as the 
GP2 Series, which is one level under Formula 1, the same championship that rookie racing 
driver and fellow Canadian Lance Stroll is plying his trade in this season. 
 
Navigating the racing world requires skill, but more than anything, it takes money to move up 
the ranks. Richert, a Niverville product, has found support all over the globe, including Geroge 
Clooney’s company, Casamigos, who he linked up with through the Richardson Family in 
Winnipeg. 
 
“Next year I want to be back in Europe again, full time, and then the year after, there is no 
reason why we can’t be racing in the Indy 500 or the 24 Hours of LeMans,” he said. 
 
Jets remember anxious feelings of draft day 
It wasn’t all that long ago that a couple of the Winnipeg Jets' brightest stars were sitting 
nervously in arena seats on draft weekend. 
 
Josh Morrissey and Mark Scheifele know all about draft day jitters, the anxious wait and the 
relief when their name was called. 
 



Scheifele was the first selection by the Jets 2.0 just weeks after the announcement came that 
the Atlanta Thrashers would be moving to Winnipeg for the 2011-12 season. 
 
“When you see guys getting drafted, you see all the smiles on their faces, you know how excited 
they are and how excited families are,” Scheifele said. “I think that’s something that really 
resonates with me because it was such a great part of my life, something you’ll always 
remember. You kind of get the chills just thinking back about it.” 
 
Morrissey, drafted 13th overall in 2013, was reminiscing to himself when he looked at his phone 
Friday morning and was reading about the draft. 
 
“It’s a culmination of a lot of work, obviously as a player but also with the families, with the 
coaches, with morning practices – everything you can think of,” Morrissey said. “I remember as 
a player, you get there, you sit down in the stands at the start of the draft and kind of realize that 
it’s done. There’s nothing more you can do unless you send out a bad tweet or something that 
will change your draft stock. 
 
“You’ve done all the work, you’ve played all the games, you’ve done all the combine interviews. 
It’s kind of just a cool feeling to be sitting there just waiting to see where you’ll get called. Once 
you’re called, it’s just pure elation.” 
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Jets GM Cheveldayoff thankful Enstrom took one for the team 
 
BY TED WYMAN, WINNIPEG SUN 
 
CHICAGO - It was a painstaking, time-consuming process, but in the end, Winnipeg Jets 
general manager Kevin Cheveldayoff was happy with how everything unfolded during 
Wednesday’s NHL expansion draft. 
 
Cheveldayoff met with the media on Thursday at the NHL draft in Chicago and immediately 
pointed to veteran defenceman Toby Enstrom as the key player in bringing the Jets’ entire 
expansion-draft strategy together. 
 
Enstrom waived the no-movement clause in his contract, allowing the Jets to expose him in the 
expansion draft to stock a Vegas Golden Knights team that will begin playing in October. 
 
Cheveldayoff then made sure the Golden Knights would not take Enstrom, who has a year left 
on his contract, by trading the 13th overall pick in Friday’s NHL draft and a 2019 third-rounder to 
Vegas for the 24th-overall pick. 
 
“This organization owes a debt of gratitude to Toby for taking that stance on his own that he 
wanted to try to keep this team together,” Cheveldayoff said. 
 
“I had the opportunity to speak with Toby several times and lay out the process of what could or 
could not happen in the expansion draft. So, really, this all hinged on Toby’s decision and what 
he felt was right to do. It was totally within his right if he had chosen not to waive the no-move.” 
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In the end, the Golden Knights selected unrestricted free-agent-to-be Chris Thorburn from the 
Jets, a player who was almost certainly not returning to Winnipeg anyway. 
 
It minimized the pain on a day when the team could have lost an important player like Enstrom 
or young winger Marko Dano. 
 
“Did I think that was going to be the end result? No, I didn’t,” Cheveldayoff said. “We were fully 
prepared to lose someone. In the end, we were able to find a way, using future assets to keep 
everyone together. When you don’t have to subtract to keep things moving forward, ultimately, 
it’s good for the franchise.” 
 
Enstrom and his agent made it possible, even though Cheveldayoff said they knew “they were 
walking a tight rope without a safety net.” 
 
It took a lot of negotiating for the Jets and Golden Knights to finally reach an agreement that 
would steer them away from Enstrom. 
 
“Toby wanted to commit to help this organization win,” Cheveldayoff said. “When it was signed, 
the no-move was never really contemplated in a situation where it could be a detriment to the 
team. I can’t speak for Toby or his agent, but just through the conversations we had, it wasn’t 
even a long decision process for Toby. 
 
“He really understood what the ramifications of having to lose an (Adam) Lowry, or a (Mathieu) 
Perreault or a (Joel) Armia or an (Andrew) Copp were going to be. I think it’s a testament to 
what the general fans don’t get to see and what you guys reporting on us don’t get to see, that it 
is a tight group. There’s a lot of belief in the general direction of the team. We haven’t had the 
success that we ultimately want, but there’s a general belief that we have the right people to 
move forward. When you have veteran players doing selfless things like that, whether you wear 
a letter or you don’t, it should be noticed.” 
 
Cheveldayoff said talks were ongoing with Vegas — he did his negotiation with Knights 
assistant general manager Kelly McCrimmon — for quite some time and many other pieces 
were in play. 
 
“We actually tried to make the deal bigger,” he said. “For a long period of time there were 
conversations between Vegas and ourselves. As it got closer and closer we could see that the 
path of making it bigger wasn’t going to be there, so we shifted to focusing on just the protection 
of our group as it is.” 
 
As for moving down from 13th to 24th in the first round of the draft on Friday, Cheveldayoff said 
it was a necessary price to pay. 
 
“You never want to minimize it,” he said. “In this game, you have a certain amount of assets that 
you are afforded. You’re afforded seven picks that you can try to do something with. 
 
“Once you make the decision to pay the price, you can feel good about that and we did. We 
thought it was a well thought-out process of what was at risk for us versus what we are going to 
do going forward.” 
 
The GM sounded relieved that the expansion process was over. One other GM told TSN this 
week that it “felt like I’ve been held hostage for the last two weeks.” 



 
Cheveldayoff thought that sounded a bit drastic, but admitted it was a highly unusual situation. 
 
“When your outgoing and incoming calls involve one phone number, you are certainly waiting 
for that phone number to ring,” Cheveldayoff said. “It maybe reminds you of the days when you 
are trying to go out on a date and you’re just sitting and staring and waiting for that phone to 
ring.” 
 
Most people in Winnipeg would have to agree Cheveldayoff did a pretty good job with the 
expansion draft. 
 
The Jets kept their roster intact, lost a player who was going to be an unrestricted free agent 
anyway and only felt minimal impact in terms of the future they passed on to Vegas. 
 
Now most fans are hoping he’ll be just as successful in acquiring a goaltender who can make 
them a contender next season. The Jets passed on some opportunities already, so there is 
urgency to either make a significant trade or sign one of the few decent unrestricted free agents 
still available on July 1. 
 
“We’ll continue to look at all the options that are available to us and are realistic for us,” he said. 
“We have been doing that. We’ve been very diligent in our work. Goaltending is something 
we’re going to continue to have strong focus on.” 
 
It certainly sounds like he’s been trying to wheel and deal. 
 
“There were some things that we looked at,” he said. “Through some contractual restriction we 
won’t be able to do it, not contractual restrictions on our side. But that’s life. You take your stabs 
and see if it does come into play.” 
 
Cheveldayoff needs one of those stabs to find the mark in the next eight days. 
 
There’s too much on the line for him to miss. 
 
JETS MULL OPTIONS AT 24 
CHICAGO — The 2017 NHL draft has been described as being wide open after the first two 
picks. That made it easier for the Jets to make a trade to drop down 11 spots in the first-round 
order. 
 
The Jets will now pick 24th on Friday night instead of 13th, unless, of course, another 
opportunity to move up, or down, arises at the last minute. 
 
“I’ve had a couple of conversations with different GMs about maybe moving up if a guy slides,” 
Jets general manager Kevin Cheveldayoff said on Thursday. 
 
“Conversely, at 24, when you do the due diligence, now you’re looking at another group of 
players and you say, ‘Maybe we can slide back a little more, pick up another asset and still get 
someone we think is good.’ ” 
 
The Jets were believed to be in the market for defencemen at No. 13 — and that might not 
change. Given the unpredictable nature of this year’s draft, they could even still land a player 
they hoped to get at No. 13. 



 
“When you’re drafting at 13, you’re kind of at the mercy of a lot of things that are in front of you,” 
Cheveldayoff said. “The farther you go from the top picks, the more variability there becomes. At 
24, it truly begins to get into more of a development phase, the lower you start drafting. You’re 
not counting on the guy to step into your lineup tomorrow but you might get a player who winds 
up being better down the line.” 
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Leafs to greet Jets for season opener 
 
WINNIPEG SUN 
 
The Winnipeg Jets released their entire 2017-18 schedule, Thursday, and their home opener 
against Toronto, Oct. 4, is also their season-opener. 
 
Their first road game is in Calgary, three days later. 
 
Winnipeg's first trip to Las Vegas to visit the expansion Golden Knights is on Nov. 10, while the 
Knights come to Winnipeg twice, Dec. 1 and Feb. 1. 
 
Aside from the Leafs, the other Canadian teams visit the Jets as follows: Montreal, Nov. 4; 
Ottawa, Dec. 3; Vancouver, Dec. 11 and Jan. 21; Edmonton, Dec. 27 and Calgary, April 5. 
 
Other highlights: 
 
-The two-time Stanley Cup champion Pittsburgh Penguins play here Oct. 29. 
 
-For the second time in seven seasons (excluding the lockout season) there will not be a New 
Year's Eve game in Winnipeg. Instead, the Jets will celebrate with a game in Edmonton. 
 
-Winnipeg's longest home-stand is 10 games, Jan. 30 to Feb. 20. 
 
-The longest road trip is six games, March 4-13. 
 
Winnipeg's busiest months are December and March, with 15 games in each, seven at home 
and eight on the road. They play just 11 games in each of October and January. 
 
The Jets will also play on consecutive days nine times, seven of those on the road, two at 
home. One of those is a road-home combination with Central Division rival St. Louis in mid-
December. 
 
Winnipeg's mandated mid-season break comes Jan. 14-19. 
 
The all-star break is Jan. 26-29. 
 
Winnipeg closes the regular season in Chicago, April 7. 
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Enstrom saved, Jets lose Thorburn to Golden Knights 
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BY KEN WIEBE, WINNIPEG SUN 
 
So much for the prospect of the Winnipeg Jets needing to fill an extra hole on the back end or 
seeing a young forward walk away for nothing. 
 
For much of the time since Jets general manager Kevin Cheveldayoff had to hand in his 
protected list, most signs pointed to the organization losing defenceman Toby Enstrom, who 
surprised many by waiving his no-movement clause. 
 
Enstrom’s selfless act allowed the Jets to protect all of Mathieu Perreault, Adam Lowry and 
Tyler Myers, which wouldn’t have been possible if the eight skaters option was used. 
 
For much of the week, it didn’t sound like the Jets were one of the teams who had to make a 
side deal to steer the Vegas Golden Knights away from a certain player. 
 
But on Wednesday, word began to circulate that the Jets did provide a sweetener to the Golden 
Knights to steer them away from selecting Enstrom, who has spent his entire 10-year career 
with the Jets/Atlanta Thrashers organization and didn’t want to leave. 
 
To get that done, the Jets moved down 11 slots in the first round (from 13 to 24) of the 2017 
NHL Draft and shipped a third-rounder in 2019 to Vegas, which appears to be a small price to 
pay when you consider some of the side deals made by other teams. 
 
The Golden Knights made a surprising selection by choosing unrestricted free agent forward 
Chris Thorburn instead of Marko Dano. 
 
Thorburn is the franchise leader in games played and penalty minutes and gave everything he 
had for the organization, but he wasn’t going to be back next season. 
 
You can understand why the Jets ended up making a side deal with the Golden Knights, who 
applied some pressure and made it appear they were interested in taking Enstrom, essentially 
forcing Cheveldayoff’s hand. 
 
Going into this off-season, the Jets were already looking to acquire a top-four defenceman, 
preferably one that shoots left-handed. 
 
That remains priority No. 2 this off-season, just behind adding a goalie to share the crease with 
Connor Hellebuyck and we’ll get to that in a moment. 
 
It’s likely the Jets want to use Enstrom and Myers on the third pairing next season, so that 
means Cheveldayoff still needs to go shopping for another D-man, either via trade or in free 
agency. 
 
By not losing a player expected to be on the roster this fall — multiple sources said the Golden 
Knights were trying to pry Joel Armia from the Jets in order to not select Enstrom — 
Cheveldayoff retains the assets required to go out and get the defenceman the organization 
covets. 
 
Getting that done could cost the Jets a significant piece, either a top prospect like Jack Roslovic 
or a high draft choice, but that’s the cost of doing business. 



 
It would be a bold move, but if the Jets want to be back in the playoff picture, it’s the type of 
transaction they’ll need to make. 
 
Speaking of impact moves, there were many who believed acquiring a goalie from someone the 
Golden Knights selected might be something the Jets considered in a side deal, but that wasn’t 
the case — at least not until the trade embargo is lifted on Thursday morning. 
 
It’s been said in this space that the most likely route for the Jets to take was going to be to add a 
goalie through free agency. 
 
That still remains the case, with Steve Mason and Brian Elliott two guys the Jets are likely to be 
talking with when the official courting period begins on Sunday leading into full-fledged free 
agency on July 1. 
 
Mason is a former Calder Trophy winner with the Columbus Blue Jackets and he posted strong 
numbers with the Philadelphia Flyers, with the exception of last season (26-21-8, 2.66 goals-
against average, .908 save % and three shutouts in 58 games). 
 
Mason has something to prove, but he’s posted strong numbers at even-strength (.922 save 
percentage), has been to the playoffs on three occasions and he’s played in a market that is 
tough on goalies. 
 
Elliott had an up-and-down season with the Calgary Flames and things didn’t end well in the 
playoffs, but the team doesn’t make the playoffs without him. 
 
The other big thing Elliott has going for him is that he’s done the job as a starter and also served 
as a mentor, most recently with St. Louis Blues and prospect Jake Allen. 
 
Since the Jets haven’t given up on Hellebuyck as a long-term starter, being able to excel in both 
roles could be a factor in the final decision. 
 
As it stands, Cheveldayoff and the Jets came out of the expansion draft in better shape than 
expected, but the hard work is just beginning in the effort to improve the roster. 
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Laine loses out to Matthews in Calder voting 
 
BY KEN WIEBE, WINNIPEG SUN 
 
Patrik Laine said from the beginning he wasn’t concerned about capturing the Calder Trophy. 
 
It turns out the Winnipeg Jets sniper finished second in the voting for top rookie to Auston 
Matthews of the Toronto Maple Leafs. 
 
Matthews, who garnered 164 of the 167 first-place votes from members of the Professional 
Hockey Writers Association, led all rookies in scoring with 40 goals and 68 points while 
appearing in all 82 games, helping the Maple Leafs reach the playoffs. 
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Laine, who had three first-place votes and 1,106 voting points, missed eight games due to a 
concussion and missed another due to illness, but still managed to produce 36 goals and 64 
points in 73 games while averaging just under 18 minutes of ice time during his first season 
playing in North America. 
 
Laine was named to the NHL all-rookie team along with Matthews, Maple Leafs forward Mitch 
Marner, defencemen Zach Werenski of the Columbus Blue Jackets and Brady Skjei of the New 
York Rangers and Pittsburgh Penguins goalie Matt Murray. 
 
While neither Laine or Matthews was interested in the natural comparisons between the players 
chosen first and second overall in the 2016 NHL Draft, the hype surrounding them created 
plenty of buzz and interest throughout last season. 
 
The narrative won’t be dying down anytime soon as the Jets will host the Maple Leafs in their 
2017-18 season opener on Oc. 4. The NHL unveiled the home openers for all 31 teams on 
Wednesday, with the full schedule to be revealed on Thursday afternoon. The Jets will also 
serve as the opponent for the Calgary Flames home opener on Oct. 7. 
 
Winnipeg Free Press 
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It's déjà vu all over again as Jets pick big Finnish forward in first round 
 
By: Jason Bell 
 
CHICAGO – Kristian Vesalainen's eyes lit up when he imagined who he might trade passes with 
for the Winnipeg Jets some day. 
 
Some day well down the road, most likely. 
 
But the 18-year-old forward, selected 24th overall by the Jets in the 2017 NHL Draft on Friday 
night, said he was excited to join the organization that boasts a fellow Finn, Patrik Laine, one of 
the NHL's brightest young stars. 
 
"He did pretty well last year so it was nice watching him play," said Vesalainen, a tall and 
confident kid who split his time last season with Frolunda in the Swedish Hockey League and 
J20 SuperElit League. He also played a portion of the season with HPK of Liiga in Finland. 
 
"It’s pretty cool actually. There’s a lot of Finns (with the Jets), so it’s nice." 
 
Jets' winger Joel Armia is also from Finland. 
 
The 6-4, 209-pound winger was not a huge point producer in his draft year. He had just six 
points in 26 games with Frolunda and four goals in 10 games in the J20 SuperElit League. 
 
But his play on the international stage has been stellar. Vesalainen won a gold medal with 
Finland at the 2016 world under-18 championship and a silver medal at the 2017 world under 18 
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championship, where he had six goals and 13 points in seven games to lead the tournament in 
scoring and was selected as the tournament's most valuable player. 
 
Despite going through some struggles during the most important hockey season of his life, 
Vesalainen is confident he can be a difference maker down the road. 
 
"I’m a pretty big power forward and I can score and get points also and I’m strong on my skates, 
fast guy and can move the puck. My skating is a strength, my shot," he said. "I can introduce a 
lot of points to the team." 
 
He fell from the No. 4-ranked European prospect in NHL Central Scouting's mid-term ranking to 
No.7. 
 
But that didn't dissuade the Jets. 
 
Winnipeg general Kevin Cheveldayoff said the organization initially had Vesalainen among a 
group of players they envisioned being available when they held the 13th pick. But that selection 
was dealt to the Las Vegas Golden Knights last week and the Jets dropped 11 spots. 
 
When Vesalainen was still there at 24, the Jets didn't hesitate. 
 
"We had an opportunity to pick a player that was in that grouping. It gets a little nerve-wracking 
when you start to see your grouping dwindle. But when you see that there's something left, you 
look at it," Cheveldayoff said. 
 
"He's a big powerful player. He's a player that when you get chance to get guy that can skate, 
can go up and down the wings and make plays like he can, you like that opportunity that you're 
able to add him to your stable. Big body, will go to he net, will do a lot of the things that will 
really accent the roster that we have right now." 
 
Rounds two through seven of the draft resume Saturday at Chicago's United Center. 
 
Winnipeg picks in the second round at 43rd overall. The club has a selection in each of the 
fourth through sixth rounds and a pair of picks in the seventh round. 
 
http://www.winnipegfreepress.com/sports/hockey/jets/hawerchuk-just-ducky-about-joining-jets-
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Hawerchuk just Ducky about joining Jets Hall of Fame 
 
By: Mike McIntyre 
 
Skating on to the ice at the Winnipeg Arena for the very first time. Hitting the 50-goal mark. 
Looking up in awe at the first-ever playoff Whiteout. 
 
Dale Hawerchuk says those are three of his favourite memories from his time with the Winnipeg 
Jets. But now he is looking forward to adding another as he becomes the newest member of the 
team's Hall of Fame. 
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"Mark (Chipman) called me and told me I'd be the next one to go in. I was ecstatic," Hawerchuk 
said in a conference call Friday evening. "Probably the greatest hockey memories I had in my 
life came from playing in Manitoba for the Winnipeg Jets." 
 
Hawerchuk follows last year's induction of the HOT Line of Anders Hedberg, Bobby Hull and Ulf 
Nilsson. The first-overall selection in the 1981 NHL Entry Draft played nine seasons with the 
Jets, leading the team in scoring every season. He was traded to the Buffalo Sabres in 1990 
and retired in 1997 with 1,409 points in 1,188 regular-season games, plus another 99 points in 
97 playoff games. 
 
"I can't say how important Winnipeg was to my life. Going there at 18, I did a lot of growing up 
there," said Hawerchuk. 
 
He was inducted into the Hockey Hall of Fame in 2001 and is also a member of the Manitoba 
Hockey Hall of Fame. He returned to the city last fall to take part in the Heritage Classic 
festivities, which included captaining the Jets alumni team against Wayne Gretzky's Oilers. 
 
"That was an incredible week. That memory will last forever. Just to see the way the city was, it 
was electric," said Hawerchuk. "You really saw the passion of the Winnipeg Jets fans. It really 
reminded me of when I went there as an 18-year-old." 
 
Hawerchuk's lineage to Winnipeg remains strong to this day. He's the head coach of the Barrie 
Colts of the Ontario Hockey League, the former home of Jets centre Mark Scheifele. Hawerchuk 
said he continues to keep close tabs on the Jets and believes the future is bright. 
 
"They're heading in the right direction. It takes time. The NHL is different from when I played. 
We're in a cap era now," said Hawerchuk. "The game has changed a lot. The Jets, when you 
look at them now, they're starting to form a team that's going to be exciting to watch." 
 
His only regret from his time in Winnipeg was the lack of playoff success, saying it would have 
meant everything to bring home a Stanley Cup. 
 
"It would have been so special," he said. 
 
Hawerchuk also applauded the Jets for honouring the past, saying he's talked with Chipman 
and others about establishing an alumni group in Winnipeg to work with current and future 
players. 
 
"It's very important. They can help these kids. They've been there, they've done it," he said. 
 
Hawerchuk will attend the Winnipeg Jets Hall of Fame luncheon on Nov. 15, one day after he's 
feted during the Jets-Coyotes game. Further information on the team's Hall of Fame can be 
found at winnipegjetshof.com. 
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GM rolled dice on Enstrom 
No guarantee Knights would pass 
 
By: Jason Bell  
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CHICAGO — Winnipeg Jets general manager Kevin Cheveldayoff admits he was feeling the 
heat the day before the expansion draft, with no firm deal in place to keep veteran defenceman 
Toby Enstrom from the clutches of the Vegas Golden Knights. 
 
Cheveldayoff, speaking to reporters Thursday afternoon, said he had lots of conversations with 
Vegas assistant-GM Kelly McCrimmon in the days leading up to the 2017 NHL Expansion Draft 
but didn’t hammer anything out until the very end. 
 
Late Tuesday, the deal was cut with the Golden Knights, allowing Winnipeg to keep the veteran 
Swedish blue-liner on their roster. 
 
Vegas laid off of the likes of Enstrom, Mark Dano, Shawn Matthias and a few lesser pieces 
Wednesday night, claiming the rights to 34-year-old free-agent forward Chris Thorburn instead. 
 
But the Jets had to agree to fall back in tonight’s NHL draft for that to happen. 
 
Vegas acquired Winnipeg’s first-round (13th overall) pick in tonight’s draft and a third-round 
choice in the 2019 draft, while the Knights turned over a 2017 first-round (24th overall) pick 
acquired earlier from the Columbus Blue Jackets. 
 
Until that happened, however, the left-shooting Enstrom, a veteran of 10 seasons with the 
Atlanta Thrashers/Jets, was vulnerable the moment he waived the no-movement clause of his 
contract. 
 
"(Enstrom and his agent) knew they were walking a tightrope without a safety net," Cheveldayoff 
said. "I talked to them and told them I would do my very best, within reason, and they weren’t 
going to hold me to something that was going to jeopardize the franchise. And I wasn’t going to 
do something that was going to jeopardize the franchise moving forward. 
 
"We grinded a long period of time and ultimately never came to a final deal until very late in the 
process." 
 
He said the fact Vegas had leverage made for some tense times. 
 
"When your outgoing and ingoing calls involve one phone number, you’re certainly waiting for 
that one phone number to ring," he said. "It was an interesting dynamic to know that they could 
control it," he said. "They know exactly what’s going on with every single player on your team 
and every single team in the league. There’s probably not many secrets that they don’t know 
about your organization." 
 
Vegas was required to choose at least one player from each of the 30 established NHL clubs. 
 
When Enstrom waived his NMC, it allowed the Jets to protect seven forwards (Joel Armia, 
Andrew Copp, Bryan Little, Adam Lowry, Mathieu Perreault, Mark Scheifele and Blake 
Wheeler), three defencemen (Dustin Byfuglien, Jacob Trouba and Tyler Myers) and one 
goaltender (Connor Hellebuyck) instead of the alternative formula that would protect eight 
skaters and a goaltender. 
 
Cheveldayoff said he owes a debt of gratitude to Enstrom for considering what was in the best 
interest of the team. 



 
"It really wasn’t a long decision process for Toby when he understood the ramifications of 
maybe having to lose a Lowry or a Perreault or an Armia or a Copp or a Dano," he said. "I think 
it’s a testament to maybe what the general fans don’t get to see, or even you guys reporting on 
us every day don’t get to see. It is a tight group. 
 
"There is a lot of belief in the general direction of the team." 
 
Cheveldayoff now turns his full attention to today’s draft and the reality of either picking 11 spots 
lower than the organization had planned, or making a deal that involves sliding up, down or out 
of the round altogether if the right opportunity presents itself. 
 
This year, in particular, teams have very different lists of draft-eligible prospects after the first 
three or four players — likely led by No.1-ranked Brandon Wheat Kings centre Nolan Patrick — 
are off the board. 
 
"The farther you go from the top picks, the more variability there becomes," Cheveldayoff said. 
"It does happen where there will be someone on our list that we’ll have at 30 that some team will 
draft at 10. Where we’re currently sitting, I’ve had a couple of conversations with a couple of 
GMs of maybe moving up if a guy slides. You focus on a group at 13 that you think might be 
there, so you may look at saying is there an opportunity to move up. 
 
"Conversely, at 24 when you do the due diligence... now you are looking at another group of 
players and maybe we can slide back even a little more and pick up another asset and get 
someone that we think is good. It truly gets into more of a development phase. The lower you 
start drafting, it is more of a development situation and a projection situation. So, you’re not 
counting on the guy to definitely step into your lineup tomorrow." 
 
The first round begins at Chicago’s United Center at 6 p.m., and rounds two through seven take 
place Saturday, starting at 9 a.m. 
 
http://www.winnipegfreepress.com/sports/hockey/jets/jets-face-matthews-and-leafs-in-home-
opener-429941013.html 
 

It's Jets-Leafs, Laine-Matthews in home opener 
 
By: Mike McIntyre 
 
What could they possible do for an encore? 
 
Patrik Laine and Auston Matthews will find themselves in the spotlight once against as their 
teams begin the 2017-18 National Hockey League season against each other. 
 
Winnipeg and Toronto played one of the most exciting games of the season last October in 
Winnipeg, and rookie phenoms Laine and Matthews played starring roles. 
 
Laine (the No. 2 overall pick in 2016) ended up leading the way, scoring his third goal of the 
game in overtime as the Jets erased a 4-0 deficit to win 5-4. Matthews (2016's first-overall pick) 
registered his first NHL assist in that game and was denied a chance to be the hero with an 
overtime breakaway just seconds before Laine celebrated his first career hat trick. 
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Laine and Matthews faced each other again in Toronto last February in what was another thriller 
that also ended in a 5-4 OT victory, but the Leafs were doing the celebrating. Matthews had 
three assists, including one to set up Jake Gardiner's game-winner; Laine scored twice to hit 30 
on the season. 
 
Both players recorded dynamic rookie seasons: Matthews led all rookies in scoring with 40 
goals and 29 assists in 80 games, and Laine was just behind him with 36 goals and 28 assists 
in just 73 games. 
 
Expectations are sky-high for their sophomore seasons, so the next head-to-head battle 
between the franchise players has the potential to be another gem. 
 
http://www.winnipegfreepress.com/sports/hockey/jets/thorburn-knighted-laine-no-2-
430049483.html\ 
 

Thorburn knighted, Laine No. 2 
 
By: Mike Sawatzky 
 
THE NHL Expansion Draft and Awards Show came with a minimum of pain for the Winnipeg 
Jets Wednesday night. 
 
The franchise’s splendid young right-winger, Finnish phenom Patrik Laine, finished second to 
centre Auston Matthews of the Toronto Maple Leafs for the Calder Trophy as the league’s top 
rookie in balloting by the Professional Hockey Writers Association. Matthews earned 164 of 167 
first-place votes, with Laine getting the other three. 
 
While Laine’s runner-up finish was a foregone conclusion, Winnipeg’s fate in the expansion draft 
was shrouded in mystery. Ultimately, the Jets surrendered the rights to unrestricted free-agent 
forward Chris Thorburn, a 34-year-old fourth-liner who was unlikely to be re-signed by 
Winnipeg. 
 
Setting the table for the move, Winnipeg shipped its 13th-overall pick at Friday’s draft plus a 
third-round choice in 2019 to the Knights in order to retain veteran defenceman Toby Enstrom, 
who had been left unprotected for the draft after he waived the no-movement clause in his 
contract. The Jets received a first-rounder back, getting the 24th-overall choice Vegas obtained 
earlier from the Columbus Blue Jackets. 
 
Winnipeg general manager Kevin Cheveldayoff was unavailable for comment Wednesday night 
but a club source told the Free Press Enstrom took a real risk in making accommodation for the 
club. The Jets told Enstrom they would try but did not guarantee they would find a way to keep 
him in Winnipeg. 
 
"I can confirm that Enstrom has waived his no-move as a favour to the Jets organization. Tobias 
has played his entire career in the organization and has always been treated with the best 
respect," his agent, Kalle Bodén, confirmed Saturday to the Free Press. "He has warm feelings 
for the city and the Jets organization and wanted to help them out in a tricky situation. Enstrom 
is positive the Jets have a bright future and he wants to be a part of that. Therefore he is 100 
per cent clear that he wants to stay." 
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The 32-year-old Enstrom has one year remaining on a five-year contract that has an annual 
salary cap hit of US$5.75 million. 
 
The deal also allowed the Jets to keep 22-year-old forward Marko Dano, a prominent player left 
unprotected who was believed to be an obvious choice for the Golden Knights if Enstrom was 
no longer under consideration. Winnipeg fans also hoping a veteran goaltender would be 
involved in the wheeling and dealing were disappointed. 
 
Vegas was required to choose at least one player from each of the 30 established NHL clubs 
and Enstrom’s favour allowed the Jets to protect seven forwards (Joel Armia, Andrew Copp, 
Bryan Little, Adam Lowry, Mathieu Perreault, Mark Scheifele and Blake Wheeler), three 
defencemen (Dustin Byfuglien, Jacob Trouba and Tyler Myers) and one goaltender (Connor 
Hellebuyck) instead of an alternate formula permitting four forwards, four defencemen and a 
goaltender. 
 
Dano, a 22-year-old Austrian-born Slovak forward, recently signed a one-year contract 
extension with the Jets worth US$850,000. He was originally chosen in the first round (27th 
overall) of the 2013 draft by the Columbus Blue Jackets but was traded to the Chicago 
Blackhawks in 2015 as part of a multi-player deal. 
 
On Feb. 25, 2016, Dano was acquired by the Jets along with Chicago’s first-round pick in 2016 
for veteran forward Andrew Ladd and minor leaguers Jay Harrison and Matt Fraser. 
 
Sportsnet.ca 
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Kristian Vesalainen pick caps off quietly good draft week for Jets 
 
By Rory Boylen 
 
The Winnipeg Jets came into draft week holding the 13th-overall pick and having exposed 
Tobias Enstrom and Marko Dano to the Vegas Golden Knights. With an eye towards making the 
playoffs, it was a real win for GM Kevin Cheveldayoff to be able to swing a trade with the 
expansion franchise to keep them away from either of those players and steer George McPhee 
to Chris Thorburn — one of the few remaining Thrashers who no longer fit in the Jets lineup. 
 
The trade not only ensured Winnipeg moved forward with its complete roster intact, but it also 
managed to stay in the first round, swapping picks with Vegas to move to 24th overall. 
 
Tape II Tape 
The Jets didn’t have to sacrifice much of anything where other teams did this week, and at the 
same time added yet another youngster to hopefully help stabilize the future of this team. With a 
cupboard full of exciting prospects already, from the near-NHL ones such as Kyle Connor and 
Jack Roslovic to more long-term projects such as Michael Spacek or Logan Stanley, the 
selection of Kristian Vesalainen in Round 1 presents a potentially dreamy combo with Patrik 
Laine somewhere long down the road. 
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Ideally, the Jets would have liked to get a defenceman in the first round, but six of the 11 picks 
made before their turn were blueliners and it wasn’t in Winnipeg’s interest to pick for position. 
With the blooming NHL team they have and the bright future coming up behind it, the Jets were 
just interested in getting the best player available. 
 
Vesalainen, a 6-foot-3, 209-pound winger, presents an intriguing addition. It’s the second 
consecutive year Winnipeg has selected a Finnish sniper with its first pick, and while Vesalainen 
is certainly no Laine, he’s at least dominated players in his own age group. 
 
“If you go back to the start of the season, this is a guy who’s probably in the top 10,” Sportsnet’s 
Sam Cosentino said on the broadcast after Cheveldayoff’s announcement. Vesalainen was the 
No. 4-ranked European skater at the mid-term, but finished No. 7 because of how he struggled 
to produce as a pro. 
 
His first taste of pro hockey came in 2015-16 when he was just 16 years old and played 19 
games with Frolunda in the Swedish Hockey League, scoring two points. This season, he 
scored a goal and six points with them in 26 games and then scored one point in nine games 
with HPK in Finland’s top league. So while getting pro experience at such an early age is a plus, 
the lack of production worried some scouts. 
 
But if you look at how he’s done against players his own age, Vesalainen has stood out. He led 
April’s under-18 world championship with 13 points in seven games and earned MVP honours. 
To give you an idea, Clayton Keller, Auston Matthews, and Connor McDavid are three recent 
MVPs of that event. And in 47 under-20 SuperElit league games in Sweden the past two years, 
he had 19 goals and 38 points. 
 
To be sure, Vesalainen is a project, but one the prospect-rich Jets will happily take on. The 
team has made five first-round picks in the past three years and as Connor (17th overall in ’15) 
pushes to join a forward group that already includes 24-and-unders Mark Scheifele (7th overall 
in ’11), Nikolaj Ehlers (9th overall in ’14) and Laine (2nd overall in ’15), there’s only so much 
room for NHL-ready prospects. 
 
The Jets can be cautious and slow bringing Vesalainen along while hoping that his immense 
size, smooth puckhandling and offensive upside eventually translate to pro success. 
 
If it works out, this will be a steal of a draft for Cheveldayoff and quite a complement for 
countryman Laine. If not, it was a risk well worth it for the Jets capping off a week where they 
kept every piece of the NHL team together when they could have lost a valuable asset. 
 
All told, Cheveldayoff comes out of draft week a quiet winner. 
 
TSN 1290 (AUDIO LINKS) 
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Cheveldayoff: Vesalainen had a terrific U18 Worlds 
 
Winnipeg Jets GM Kevin Cheveldayoff discusses the first round of the 2017 NHL draft, what he 
likes from his pick of Kristian Vesalainen from Finland, and his expectations for the 6-3 winger. 
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Vesalainen: Looking forward to playing with Laine in Winnipeg 
 
Winnipeg Jets first round draft pick Kristian Vesalainen joins Paul Edmonds on the draft floor to 
discuss being selected by the Jets, and the possibility of playing with his fellow countryman 
Patrik Laine. 
 
http://www.tsn.ca/radio/winnipeg-1290/campbell-no-trade-clauses-are-a-reality-of-cheveldayoff-
s-job-1.787501 
 

Campbell: No trade clauses are a reality of Cheveldayoff's job 
 
Tim Campbell of NHL.com speaks to Rick Ralph about his impressions of the expansion draft in 
Las Vegas, the Winnipeg Jets trade with Las Vegas to ensure Toby Enstrom was not selected 
and how no trade clauses limit GM Kevin Cheveldayoff's ability to make trades. 
 
http://www.tsn.ca/radio/winnipeg-1290/cheveldayoff-comfortable-in-our-list-going-into-first-
round-1.786573 
 

Cheveldayoff: Comfortable in our list going into first round 
 
Winnipeg Jets GM Kevin Cheveldayoff joins the Afternoon Ride to discuss the trade made with 
the Vegas Golden Knights at the expansion draft, how the expansion draft process changed 
over time, and moving down to the 24th overall pick in the 2017 draft. 
 
www.winnipegjets.com 
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Highly coveted Kristian Vesalainen drafted with 24th pick 
GM says Vesalainen would have been an option at 13 had they kept original pick 
 
by Ryan Dittrick @ryandittrick / WinnipegJets.com 
 
CHICAGO, IL - When General Manager Kevin Cheveldayoff traded down from No. 13 to 24, he 
wasn't entirely sure what the draft board would look like when it was his turn at the podium 
during Friday's first round. 
 
But as the picks rolled on and the crowd thinned out, it became increasingly clear the Jets were 
about to land one of the most highly coveted players in the draft. 
 
In fact, it was a player they've had their eye on for some time, and especially over the past few 
weeks - one they would've been thrilled to select at 13, let alone 24 - after an impressive 
Combine interview cemented their opinion. 
 
Kristian Vesalainen - the seventh-ranked European skater - was their guy. 
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"We'd been focusing so long on picking 13th… and then having a player that was in your 
grouping where you've been looking all along still there for you, it was a great opportunity for 
us," Cheveldayoff said. 
 
Vesalainen spent most of the 2016-17 season with the Swedish Hockey League's Frolunda 
Indians where, as the youngest player on the roster, he helped the club secure a second 
straight Champion's Hockey League title. In 26 regular-season games, the 6-foot-4, 209-pound 
winger posted one goal and six points. 
 
The 18-year-old also appeared in 10 regular-season games with the Frolunda J20 SuperElit 
League team, scoring four goals before adding three points (2G, 1A) in five playoff games. 
 
"I'm a big power forward," he said surrounded by media shortly after being drafted. "I can score 
and get some points also. I'm good on my skates, a pretty fast guy, and I'm good with the puck." 
 
Clearly. 
 
Vesalainen represented Finland at the 2017 World Junior Championship (U-20) and the U-18 
World Championship, where he was named the tournament MVP after leading all players in 
goals (6) and points (13), helping the Finns win silver. 
 
The Helsinki native called the U-20 experience a "disappointment" after scoring only two points 
(1G, 1A) in the tournament, but said he responded well, returned home with something to prove 
and enjoyed a strong finish to the year. 
 
With speed, size and the hands of a deadly triggerman, the winger is not only what the modern-
day NHL craves, but he's the poster boy of the 'new' breed of elite Finnish hockey players who, 
for the second straight year, have made their presence felt in Round 1 of the NHL Draft. 
 
"Finland has good players already and Finnish hockey in general is becoming a much faster 
game. It's going to [continue that way], I know. 
 
"It's nice to have so many Finns in the NHL these days." 
 
Including one Patrik Laine. 
 
Vesalainen doesn't know him all that well, having played just one tournament together with the 
Finnish national team, but the draftee admits he kept one eye on the television this past year, 
watching the growth of one of the newest Nordic stars in the world's best league. 
 
"He did pretty well last year. It was nice watching him play," Vesalainen said with a smile. 
 
Asked what, if anything, he needs to improve on before debuting and eventually making an 
impact in the NHL, the youngster reverted back to what got him here in the first place. 
 
"Using my size better," he deadpanned, while towering above almost everyone else in the room. 
"I'm a big guy, so I need to drive better, and be stronger in front of the net and in the corners." 
 
If he does, look out. 
 



This is a player with all the right tools and the dangerously determined, confident mindset to 
become an impact player in this league one day.   
 
Jets fans will get their first glimpse of the Finn on Monday when Jets Development Camp kicks 
off at Bell MTS Iceplex. 
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Cheveldayoff thrilled to select Vesalainen 
Finnish power forward's Combine interview stood out to Jets management 
 
by Mitchell Clinton @MClinton007 / WinnipegJets.com 
 
Kristian Vesalainen impressed the Winnipeg Jets scouts with his on-ice abilities, but one off-ice 
characteristic the 18-year-old showed moments after being drafted made the staff just as happy. 
 
"What we did with every player that we interviewed at the Combine, we said bring your skates to 
the (Draft)," said Jets General Manager Kevin Cheveldayoff. The reason being the team's 
development camp starts two days after the conclusion of the first round. 
 
"I guess he's a good listener because he brought his skates." 
 
Vesalainen has played in the Swedish Hockey League in each of the past two seasons, 
accumulating eight points in 45 games. The winger has also represented Finland at the 
international level, winning a gold medal at the World Under-18 Hockey Championship in 2015-
16. He then led this year's Under-18 tournament in goals (6) and points (13), and for his efforts 
was named to the tournament all-star team, and was also recognized as the tournament MVP. 
 
"He's a big body, he skates really well, and he's got good hands. He's a player that will 
complement the other aspects of our roster very well," Cheveldayoff said of the 6'3", 209-pound 
Vesalainen. "He's not one of those guys that is a long-range development guy. He's got a big 
body, I think he'll be able to put more meat on the bone. But I do think he's a little more 
physically mature than some of the other players at 18." 
 
Now, he'll join some of his fellow countrymen in the Winnipeg Jets organization, including Patrik 
Laine, who he played with at the 2015-16 Under-18 event. 
 
"We were up on stage - and I think it was Mark Hillier - I think he said 'Hey Kristian are you 
going to look forward to passing to Laine?' and he just had a big twinkle in his eye," said 
Cheveldayoff. "You don't set out to say 'we're going to draft this nationality or that nationality' but 
it certainly helps when you have players that have flourished in a marketplace, know a 
marketplace well, and are excited about it. Those are the opportunities that you like to take 
advantage of." 
 
Cheveldayoff added that he and his staff had Vesalainen as a target when they had the 13th 
overall selection, before trading that pick to the Vegas Golden Knights on Wednesday. 
 
They were thrilled to get a player they ranked so high in the 24th spot. 
 
Vesalainen, who was ranked seventh among European skaters by NHL Central Scouting, is 
expected to play in Liiga next season with HPK. 

https://www.nhl.com/jets/news/cheveldayoff-thrilled-to-select-vesalainen/c-290107820


 
"Obviously it's all very fresh for us here having just acquired him," said Cheveldayoff. "There's 
an air of confidence with players that play in men's leagues, play at top calibre, and perform 
well. 
 
"In our research, we feel we've drafted a real strong character player and a very good person." 
 
https://www.nhl.com/jets/video/draft--vesalainen-scrum/t-277437442/c-52302803 (VIDEO LINK) 
 
DRAFT | Vesalainen Scrum  
 
The Jets' first-round pick, Kristian Vesalainen, meets the media shortly after being drafted 
 
https://www.nhl.com/jets/video/draft--vesalainen-1-on-1/t-277437442/c-52302303 
 

DRAFT | Vesalainen 1-on-1  
 
JetsTV's Mitchell Clinton goes one-on-one with Jets pick Kristian Vesalainen after going 24th 
overall 
 
https://www.nhl.com/jets/video/jets-draft-f-vesalainen-no-24/t-277437442/c-52298903 
 

Jets draft F Vesalainen No. 24 
 
The Winnipeg Jets select forward Kristian Vesalainen with the 24th overall pick in the 2017 NHL 
Draft 
 
https://www.nhl.com/jets/video/draft--kevin-cheveldayoff/t-277437442/c-52286103 
 

DRAFT | Kevin Cheveldayoff  
 
General manager Kevin Cheveldayoff holds court at the team hotel in Chicago 
 
https://www.nhl.com/jets/video/draft--paul-maurice/t-277437442/c-52286303 
 

DRAFT | Paul Maurice  
 
JetsTV's Mitchell Clinton catches up with head coach Paul Maurice at the NHL Draft in Chicago 

https://www.nhl.com/jets/video/draft--vesalainen-scrum/t-277437442/c-52302803
https://www.nhl.com/jets/video/draft--vesalainen-1-on-1/t-277437442/c-52302303
https://www.nhl.com/jets/video/jets-draft-f-vesalainen-no-24/t-277437442/c-52298903
https://www.nhl.com/jets/video/draft--kevin-cheveldayoff/t-277437442/c-52286103
https://www.nhl.com/jets/video/draft--paul-maurice/t-277437442/c-52286303

